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Corrosion inhibition at emergent grain boundaries studied by
DFT for 2-mercaptobenzothiazole on bi-crystalline copper
Fatah Chiter 1✉, Dominique Costa1, Vincent Maurice1✉ and Philippe Marcus 1✉

Inhibition of the initiation of intergranular corrosion was modeled at the atomic scale for 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) adsorbed
on a (110)-oriented copper bi-crystal exposing an emergent Σ9 coincident site lattice (CSL) grain boundary (GB) using dispersion-
corrected density functional theory (DFT-D). At both isolated molecule and full, dense monolayer coverages, the molecule adsorbed
on the grain and GB sites stands perpendicular or tilted with no parallel orientation to the surface being favored. Chemical bonding
of the thione and thiolate conformers involves both S atoms or the exocyclic S and N atoms, respectively. The full, dense monolayer
is formed with a net gain in energy per surface area, but at the cost of a significant molecule deformation. It significantly enhances
the Cu vacancy formation energy at the grain and GB sites, revealing that MBT also inhibits Cu dissolution for the more susceptible
GBs with efficiency depending on atomic density of GB emergence.
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INTRODUCTION
Grain boundaries (GBs) play a crucial role for the durability of
metallic materials. Their emergence at polycrystalline surfaces
provides preferential atomic sites for the initiation of intergranular
corrosion, which, if not mitigated by corrosion inhibitors or
formation of a passivating surface oxide, propagates into the
subsurface region and eventually leads to the microstructure
failure. We recall that according to the misorientation angle, grain
boundaries (GBs) can be categorized into low-angle (<15°) and
high-angle (>15°) GBs. The latter contain two classes: (i)
coincidence site lattices (CSL) boundaries denoted by a Σn index,
where n−1 refers to the fraction of lattice sites shared by the two
crystals at the interface, and (ii) random boundaries that cannot be
described by a coincidence site lattice (see ref. 1 and references
therein). Some CSL boundaries are also called “special boundaries”
when they have comparatively lower reactivity, owing to their
lower boundary energy, than random or other CSL boundaries.
According to the specific GB plane orientation, Σ3 twins can be
coherent or incoherent. Σ3 coherent twins have GB plane of {111}
orientation. Recently, the initiation of intergranular corrosion at
various types of emergent GBs was studied at the nanometer scale
on microcrystalline copper2. In situ Electrochemical Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy (ECSTM) combined with Electron Back-
Scatter Diffraction analysis of the same local GB regions
demonstrated that the initiation of intergranular dissolution is
dependent on the grain boundary character in acidic conditions in
which copper does not passivate. It was found that random high-
angle boundaries as well as Σ9 coincidence site lattice (CSL)
boundaries are susceptible to the initiation of intergranular
corrosion whereas Σ3 coherent twins with low-angle deviation
are resistant in the same testing conditions.
The use of corrosion inhibitors is an effective approach to

mitigate the corrosion of metals and alloys in contact with
aggressive environments. On copper, numerous studies have
been carried out for a better understanding of the surface
interaction with corrosion inhibitors, as well as the inhibition
mechanisms (see ref. 3 and references therein). Azole derivatives,

such as 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT, C7H5NS2), form protective
barrier layers in neutral, acidic, or alkaline conditions and are often
used as corrosion inhibitors for copper or its alloys4–16. Recently,
the adsorption of MBT on metallic and pre-oxidized Cu(111)
model surfaces has been investigated, both experimentally and
theoretically. It was shown that MBT adsorbs on metallic and pre-
oxidized copper and forms organic multi-layers thereon17–19. DFT
calculations also revealed that these molecules are able to heal
local de-passivated zones exposing the bare metal next to the
protecting oxide20, with similar adsorption behavior than
2-Mercaptobenzimidazole (MBI) molecule21,22. On Cu(110), DFT
calculations showed that MBT forms a dense monolayer on the
surface, and increases the energy required for extracting Cu atoms
from the surface, confirming that MBT adsorption inhibits Cu
dissolution23. Indeed, experimental works have demonstrated that
MBT is an anodic inhibitor in acid (pH= 2) and alkaline (pH= 13)
aqueous solutions1,24. In HCl acid solution, MBT blocks the Cu(I)
active dissolution in an overpotential range of 0.15–0.2 V1. Local
ECSTM analysis showed the mitigation of net intergranular
dissolution by the pre-adsorbed MBT surface layer but also
revealed the local accumulation of reaction products in the GB
regions. Low Σ CSL boundaries were observed to be protected by
the pre-adsorbed MBT layer against net preferential dissolution
whereas high Σ CSLs and random GBs were observed to react
preferentially when compared to grains. For these intrinsically
more reactive boundaries, net dissolution, mitigated by the MBT
layer, was observed concurrently with protection resulting from
preferential formation of reaction products in the GB regions. In
alkaline media of NaOH studied in order to test different
environments, MBT surface layers pre-formed after reductive
dissociation of the native oxide, were observed to block the
formation of a Cu(I) surface oxide and thus passivation, but to not
entirely suppress residual reactivity24. Local ECSTM analysis
confirmed a residual intergranular reactivity except for coherent
twins. On CSLs and random boundaries, residual dissolution with
accumulation of corrosion products or residual passivation was
observed, depending on the barrier effect of the pre-formed
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inhibitor layer on oxide formation. For more reactive high Σ CSLs
and random boundaries, pre-adsorbed MBT forms a barrier
against passivation by oxide growth.
Here, we report DFT calculations that bring atomic-scale insight

on how the MBT corrosion inhibitor may protect preferred local
zones of dissolution corresponding to emergent grain boundaries,
exposed in acidic and alkaline aqueous solutions where the
surface oxide was reduced by cathodic reduction1,24. We examine
in details the adsorption of the thione and thiolate conformers
(see Fig. 1) of MBT on a (110)-oriented copper bi-crystal exposing a
Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° CSL grain boundary whose surface emergence
is susceptible to the initiation of intergranular corrosion as shown
previously2. We discuss the structure and energetics of the
adsorption configurations as well as the energy required for
extracting Cu atoms from the surface. This defect formation
energy is directly related to the dissolution probability of one
given Cu surface atom, and thus a relevant indicator of local
corrosion susceptibility.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Construction of the bi-crystal model
The model of an emergent Σ9(221) [110] 38.9° GB was constructed
using the CSL method, a construction method widely used and
providing reasonable GB models25–28. The Cu(110) bi-crystal
model was obtained from the fcc crystal structure, considering
the [110] misorientation axis and a 38.9° misorientation angle to
generate the grain boundary. We first optimized the bulk bi-crystal
containing two oppositely oriented Σ9 GBs. Then we built a slab
using the supercell shown in Fig. 2 with lateral dimensions:
x= 7.42 Å in [114] direction and y= 21.19Å in [221] direction.
In the z [110] direction, the slab alternates six atomic layers with

18 and 16 atoms per unit cell. The layers with 18 atoms have an
atomic density equal to that of the ideal (110) surface, those with
16 atoms have a lower atomic density in the GB region, due to the
elimination of the redundant atoms. The periodic images of the
slab in the [110] direction were interspaced by more than 18 Å of
vacuum in order to minimize the interactions between them. As
the model alternates metal layers with different atomic density,
we considered two surface terminations to study the molecule/
surface interaction. The two surface terminations are noted T1 and
T2 for the high and low atomic surface density, respectively. They
are shown in Fig. 3 with the variety of reactive sites within and
near the GB plane labeled a to f. The terminations are in good
agreement with the structures considered to study the segrega-
tion of P and S atoms impurities29. The Σ9 GB is chosen because it
occurs frequently in fcc Cu30–32 and its surface termination
exposes a variety of reactive sites.
Previous investigation of the single-crystalline Cu(110) surface

showed that the MBT molecule adsorbs in −S −S or −S −N(H)
orientation in a bridge configuration, i.e., bridging two atomic
rows of copper and involving 2, 3, or 4 Cu surface atoms23. On the

bi-crystalline Cu(110) surface, these Cu atoms can belong to the
grains or grain boundary. Therefore, adsorption can be (G,G),
(GB,GB), or (GB,G), meaning that the molecule is bonded to two Cu
atoms belonging to a grain, to the grain boundary, or to one Cu
atom of the grain boundary and one Cu atom of a grain,
respectively.

MBT adsorption at low monolayer density (0.61 molecule per
nm2)
We first investigated the adsorption of MBT at the monolayer
density of 0.61 molecule per nm2, i.e., at low coverage. Table 1
summarizes the adsorption energies calculated for the most stable
configurations. For the MBTH thione species, the adsorption
energy is around −2 eV per molecule. On the T1 and T2 surface
terminations, the −S −S adsorption mode is slightly more stable
than the −S −NH adsorption mode. This is observed for all local
zones, except on T1 GB where both orientations are iso-energetic.
In contrast, for the MBT∘ thiolate species, the adsorption via the −S
−N atoms is more stable than via the −S −S atoms on the two
different GB terminations, with values of −2.33 ± 0.02 eV per
molecule. These results, obtained with the thione species as
reference energy, reveal that the adsorption of thiolate via the −S
−N orientation is favored over the adsorption of the thione.
Taking as reference the thiolate species itself, the adsorption
energy (bracketed values in Table 1) is even stronger. This
suggests that in the presence of both thione and thiolate forms,
thiolate will adsorb preferentially at the surface, including in the
GB zone.
A more detailed account of the adsorbed configurations is

given in the following paragraphs, zone by zone.

Adsorption on the grain zone (G,G). Figure 4 shows the relevant,
most stable configurations of the thione and thiolate forms
adsorbed on the grain zone at the low monolayer density of 0.61
molecule per nm2. Two different orientations of each species with
respect to the surface are shown: thione oriented via −S −S and
−S −NH in Fig. 4a, b, respectively, and thiolate oriented via −S −S
and −S −N in Fig. 4c, d, respectively.
For the MBTH thione, the −S −S adsorption mode is more

stable by 0.12 eV per molecule than the −S −NH adsorption mode

Fig. 1 Isolated MBT molecule under the thione (MBTH) and
thiolate (MBT°) species. Color atoms correspond to Yellow: sulfur
atoms, Blue: nitrogen, Gray: carbon, White: hydrogen.

Fig. 2 Slab model of the Cu(110) bi-crystal exposing a Σ9(221)
[110] 38.9° GB. a Top view showing the two uppermost Cu(110)
planes, b side view of the six Cu(110) planes of the slab with
alternating atomic density.
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(−2.01 and −1.89 eV per molecule, respectively). In both adsorbed
configurations, the molecular plane stands perpendicular to the
copper surface. In the −S −S adsorption mode, MBTH binds
covalently via both sulfur atoms localized close to short bridge
sites, with Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths of 2.27 and 2.32 Å and
Cu–Sendo–Cu bond lengths of 2.23 and 2.26 Å, respectively.
For the MBT∘ thiolate, the −S −N adsorption mode is more

stable by 0.32 eV per molecule than the −S −S adsorption mode
(−2.35 and −2.03 eV per molecule, respectively). Adsorption via
the −S −N orientation involves the Sexo and N atoms forming
covalent bonds of shorter lengths with the surface Cu atoms.
The Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.22 and 2.28 Å, with the Sexo
atom localized close to a short bridge site. The N–Cu bond
length is 2.01 Å, with the N atom localized on a top site. In this
−S −N configuration, the molecular plane can be perpendicular
or tilted to the copper surface, with the tilted adsorption being
slightly more stable (0.07 eV per molecule) than the
perpendicular one.

Adsorption on the grain boundary zone (GB,GB). The relevant, most
stable configurations of the thione and thiolate forms adsorbed on
the emergent Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB at the low monolayer density of
0.61 molecule per nm2 are shown in Fig. 5. For the T1 surface
termination, the copper atoms labeled Cu(a), Cu(b), Cu(c) and by
symmetry Cu(b’) and Cu(c’) belong to the GB zone, while for the T2
surface termination, the Cu(d), Cu(e), Cu(f) and by symmetry Cu(e’)
and Cu(f’) belong to the GB zone. This notation is used to indicate
the GB Cu atoms involved in the interaction mechanism with the
two MBT conformers. Panels (a) and (b) correspond to the thione
adsorbed via the −S −S and −S −NH orientations, respectively.
Panels (c) and (d) correspond to the thiolate adsorbed via the −S −S
and −S −N orientations, respectively.

Fig. 3 Bi-crystalline Cu(110) surface exposing a Σ9(2-21)[110] 38.9° GB. Top view of the topmost plane of the T1 (a) and T2 (b) surface
terminations with hatched atoms corresponding to the GB atoms. The GB sites are labeled a to c in T1 termination and d to f in T2
termination.

Table 1. Adsorption energies of the MBT thione and thiolate species at monolayer densities of 0.61 and 3.68 molecules per nm2 on the grain (G) and
grain boundary (GB) zones of the T1 and T2 surface terminations of the Cu(110) bi-crystal with an emergent Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB.

Local MBT layer Thione Thiolate

adsorption density Ads. Eads Eads Ads. Eads Eads
zone (mol per nm2) mode (eV per molecule) (eV per nm2) mode (eV per molecule) (eV/nm2)

(G,G) 0.61 −S −S −2.01 −1.23 −S −N −2.35 (−3.96) −1.43

(GB,GB) 0.61 −S −S/−S −N −1.98/−1.99 −1.21 −S −N −2.31 (−3.92) −1.41

T1 (GB,G) 0.61 −S −S −1.99 −1.21 −S −N −2.38 (−3.99) −1.45

All zones 3.68 −S −S −1.86 −6.84 −S −N −2.16 −7.94

(GB,GB) 0.61 −S −S −2.13 −1.30 −S −N −2.34 (−3.95) −1.43

T2 (GB,G) 0.61 −S −S −1.98 −1.21 −S −N −2.33 (−3.93) −1.42

All zones 3.68 −S −S −1.85 −6.81 −S −N −2.10 −7.73

Fig. 4 Most stable configurations with their adsorption energies
(in eV per molecule) of MBT adsorbed on the grain zone (G,G) of
the Cu(110) bi-crystal with an emergent Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB.
a Thione via −S −S, b thione via −S −NH, c thiolate via -S -S and
d thiolate via –S –N. Hatched atoms correspond to the GB copper
atoms. Color atoms correspond to Yellow: sulfur, Blue: nitrogen,
Gray: carbon, White: hydrogen.
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The orientation of MBT adsorbed on GB zones is similar to that
found on the grain surface zone. In all configurations, the thione
stands perpendicular to the copper surface, whereas tilted and
perpendicular adsorption configurations are energetically similar for
the thiolate form. The sulfur atoms are preferentially adsorbed on
short bridge GB sites, whereas the N atom or NH group are
preferentially located on top or hollow copper sites, respectively.
The adsorption trends are also similar to that found on the grain

zone. However, the adsorption of the thione and thiolate forms on
the grain zone show one most stable configuration for each
adsorption mode. In contrast, several stable configurations were
found on the GB zones, involving different GB copper atoms as
described below. In fact, the GB zones provide a variety of
combination of adsorption sites, with close reactivity. This indicates
that there is a better adaptability for the interaction between the GB
atoms and the inhibitor molecules.
Thione@T1(GB,GB): On the T1 GB termination (Fig. 5(Left)), the

most stable configuration of the −S −S adsorption mode of the
thione has both sulfur atoms localized on short bridge surface sites
of the GB zone. The copper sites involved in the formation of the
covalent bonds are the Cu(a) and Cu(b) atoms with the Sexo atom
and the symmetric Cu(c) and Cu(c’) atoms with the Sendo atom, (Fig.
5(Left)(a)). However, other combinations involving different GB
atoms in the interaction are possible and iso-energetic, with an
adsorption energy of about −2 eV per molecule: a configuration
where Cu(a) and Cu(b) bind to Sendo and symmetric Cu(c) and Cu(c’)
bind to Sexo atom, a configuration where Cu(a) and Cu(b’) bind to
Sexo and symmetric Cu(c) and Cu(c’) bind to Sendo and a
configuration where Cu(a) and Cu(b’) bind to Sendo and symmetric
Cu(c) and Cu(c’) bind to Sexo. The Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.27
and 2.31Å and the Cu–Sendo–Cu bond lengths are 2.26 and 2.29Å.
For the most stable −S −NH adsorption configuration, similar GB
copper atoms are bonded to the Sexo atom, as it can be seen in the
example depicted in Fig. 5(Left)(b) for which the adsorption energy is
similar to that of the −S −S adsorption mode. The Sexo atom can be
accommodated on short bridge sites involving Cu(a) and Cu(b), Cu(a)
and Cu(b’) or Cu(c) and Cu(c’) GB atoms, with Cu–Sexo–Cu bond
lengths of 2.30 and 2.33Å. For all configurations, the NH group is
localized on hollow sites close to the surface at a distance of about
1.18Å, which contributes to the interaction mechanism by
electrostatic interactions.

Thiolate@T1(GB,GB): Thiolate adsorption on the T1 GB termination
exhibits more versatility than on the grain zone. The molecule can
chemisorb in several iso-energetic stable configurations via the −S
−N atoms, with an adsorption energy of −2.31 (−3.92) eV per
molecule, which is more stable by 0.31 eV per molecule than
adsorption via the −S −S atoms. MBT∘ thiolate binds covalently via
the Sexo and N atoms localized close to short bridge and on top sites,
respectively. The GB copper atoms involved in the interaction with
the molecule are the symmetric Cu(c) and Cu(c’) sites with the Sexo
atom and the Cu(a) site with the N atom for the configuration shown
in Fig. 5(Left)(d). The Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.20 and 2.32Å,
and the N–Cu bond length is 2.01Å. Other stable, iso-energetic
configurations involve Cu(a) and Cu(b) with Sexo and Cu(c’) with N
atoms, Cu(a) and Cu(b’) with Sexo and Cu(c) with N atoms, and Cu(c)
and Cu(c’) with Sexo and Cu(b) (or symmetric Cu(b’)) site with
N atoms.
Thione@T2(GB,GB): On the T2 GB termination (Fig. 5(Right)), the

adsorption energy of the thione form is slightly lower (stronger
adsorption) than on the grain zone, by 0.12 eV per molecule for the
−S −S adsorption mode. The −S −S configuration is more stable by
0.14 eV per molecule than the −S −NH one. We calculated an
adsorption energy of −2.13 and −1.99 eV per molecule for the −S
−S and −S −NH adsorption modes, respectively. The Sexo atom
binds to Cu(d) and Cu(e) (or symmetric Cu(e’)) atoms in short bridge
site and the Sendo binds in close to short bridge site involving
symmetric Cu(f) and Cu(f’) atoms as illustrated by an example in Fig.
5(Right)(a). The Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.29 and 2.30Å, and
the Cu–Sendo–Cu bond lengths are 2.29 and 2.37Å. Similar GB
copper atoms are bonded to the Sexo atom in the −S −NH
adsorption mode with an example shown in Fig. 5(Right)(b). The NH
group is localized close to the hollow site at a distance of 0.96Å from
the surface. The Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.30 and 2.33Å.
Thiolate@T2(GB,GB): On the T2 GB termination (Fig. 5)(Right)), the

adsorption energy of the thiolate is −2.14 eV per molecule for the
−S −S mode and −2.34 (−3.95) eV per molecule for the −S −N
mode, confirming that the thiolate form prefers the −S −N
adsorption mode regardless of the surface zone and GB termination.
In the −S −N orientation, the thiolate has three stable adsorption
configurations, involving different GB copper atoms. MBT∘ binds
covalently via the Sexo and N atoms localized close to short bridge
and on top sites, respectively. The combination of copper atoms

Fig. 5 Most stable configurations with their adsorption energies (in eV per molecule) of MBT adsorbed on the T1 and T2 terminations of
the Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB zone. Left: a thione via −S −S, b thione via −S −NH, c thiolate via −S −S, and d thiolate via −S −N on T1
termination. Right: a thione via −S −S, b thione via −S −NH, c thiolate via −S −S, and d thiolate via −S −N on T2 termination. Hatched atoms
correspond to the copper atoms localized on GB zone and labeled a to f. Color atoms correspond to Yellow: sulfur, Blue: nitrogen, Gray:
carbon, White: hydrogen.
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involved in the covalent bonding are the symmetric Cu(f) and Cu(f’)
bridge site with the Sexo atom and the Cu(d) site with the N atom for
the adsorption configuration shown in Fig. 5(Right)(d). The
Cu–Sexo–Cu bond lengths are 2.22 and 2.27Å, and the N–Cu bond
length is 2.00Å. The two other stable, iso-energetic configurations
involve the Cu(d) and Cu(e) bridge site with the Sexo atom and the
Cu(f) with N atom, and by symmetry the Cu(d) and Cu(e’) bridge site
with the Sexo atom and Cu(f’) with N atom.

Adsorption bridging the grain boundary and grain zones. The
most stable configurations for the thione and thiolate forms
adsorbed at the low monolayer density of 0.61 molecule per nm2

and bridging the Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB sites and adjacent grain
sites are shown in Fig. 6 for T1 and T2 surface terminations.
For the thione form, half of the copper atoms involved in the

adsorption belong to the GB zone and the other half to the
adjacent grain. For the thiolate in the −S −N adsorption mode, 23
of copper atoms belong to the GB zone and 1

3 to the adjacent
grain, whereas in the −S −S orientation, half of copper atoms
belong to the GB zone and the other half to the adjacent grain.
The adsorption of the thione in −S −S mode being more stable
than in −S −NH mode by 0.11 and 0.16 eV per molecule on the T1
and T2 terminations, respectively, and the adsorption of the
thiolate in −S −N mode being more stable than in −S −S mode
by 0.44 and 0.30 eV per molecule on the T1 and T2 terminations,
respectively, we focus the analysis on the most stable thione and
thiolate adsorption configurations only.
The results reveal similar adsorption behavior for the two

terminations of the (GB,G) zone. The molecular planes stand
perpendicular to the copper surface and both sulfur atoms are
localized on short or close to short bridge copper sites, whereas
the N atom is localized close to top copper site.
Thione@(GB,G): The adsorption energies of the thione form via

its two sulfur atoms are −1.99 and −1.98 eV per molecule on the
T1 and T2 terminations, respectively. The values reveal the strong
adsorption of the species, whatever the involved zone of the
surface. The adsorption involves different reactive atoms. MBTH
binds covalently with Cu–Sexo–Cu and Cu–Sendo–Cu bond lengths
of 2.28 (2.29) and 2.28 (2.30) Å, respectively, on the T1 termination
and 2.29 (2.30) and 2.24 (2.27) Å, respectively, on the T2
termination.
Thiolate@(GB,G): For adsorption of the thiolate form via the −S

−N orientation, we calculated an adsorption energy of −2.38

(−3.99) and −2.33 (−3.93) eV per molecule on the T1 and T2
terminations, respectively, considering the thione (or thiolate)
form as energy reference of the molecule. MBT∘ binds covalently
via Sexo on close to short bridge site, with Cu–Sexo–Cu bond
lengths of 2.24 and 2.31 Å on the T1 termination and 2.22 and
2.34Å on the T2 termination. It also forms a covalent bond via the
N atom localized close to top site, with N–Cu bond lengths of 1.99
and 2.01 Å on the T1 and T2 terminations, respectively.

MBT adsorption at high monolayer density (3.68 molecule per
nm2)
It is interesting to investigate whether the molecules can form a
full monolayer at the surface, covering simultaneously the G, GB,
and the GB-G zones. This criterion is relevant for the molecules to
be good corrosion inhibitors and protect the surfaces not only at
grain surfaces or at the emergence of grain boundaries but
uniformly. We choose a monolayer density of 3.68 molecule per
nm2 for which all copper surface atoms, belonging to the G, GB,
and (GB,G) zones, are involved in the interaction with the
molecules. Thus, all local zones are covered.
A wide range of configurations were constructed by combining

all the possible adsorption sites identified at low monolayer
density on the G, GB, and GB-G zones. The orientation of the
molecules via −S −S and −S −N(NH) was also taken into account.
Here we focus the analysis only on the most stable adsorption
configurations and orientation of the thione and thiolate species
at a monolayer density corresponding to full surface coverage.
Thus, we discuss the thione adsorbed in −S –S mode and the
thiolate adsorbed in −S −N mode. Indeed, calculations confirmed
that the total energy difference (ΔE) between the −S −S and −S
−N(−NH) orientations of the molecules is about 0.40 eV for both
thione and thiolate species on the T1 termination. The most stable
configurations are shown in Fig. 7.
The adsorption energies of the thione form are in the same

order on the T1 and T2 terminations, with values of −1.86 and
−1.85 eV per molecule, respectively. The absolute values are
inferior to those calculated at low monolayer density by 0.13 and
0.28 eV per molecule, respectively. Similar trends are found for the
adsorbed thiolate form with an adsorption energy of −2.16 and
−2.10 eV per molecule on the T1 and T2 terminations, respectively,
lower in absolute values by about 0.15 and 0.24 eV per molecule
compared to those calculated for low monolayer density.

Fig. 6 Most stable configurations with their adsorption energies (in eV per molecule) of adsorbed MBT bridging Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB
sites and adjacent grain sites. Left: a thione via −S −S, b thione via −S −NH, c thiolate via −S −S, and d thiolate via −S −N on T1
termination. Right: a thione via −S −S, b thione via −S −NH, c thiolate via −S −S, and d thiolate via −S −N on T2 termination. Hatched atoms
correspond to the GB copper atoms. Color atoms are Yellow: sulfur, Blue: nitrogen, Gray: carbon, White: hydrogen.
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Nevertheless, the normalization of the adsorption energy per unit
area remains in favor of the formation of a dense organic layer for
both species on the two terminations (Table 1).
The decrease (in absolute values) of the adsorption energy at

full monolayer density compared to low monolayer density is due
to the deformation of the molecules in the dense organic film and
of the substrate surface as shown in Fig. 8. Increasing the surface
coverage of the organic film from low to high molecular density
increases the deformation of the surface substrate. This leads to
lower (in absolute value) adsorption energy. This trend was
already observed on the single-crystalline Cu(110) surface23. The
surface deformation energy is higher for thiolate form in −S −N
adsorption orientation than for the thione form in −S −S
adsorption, meaning that the thiolate form loses more adsorption

energy than the thione form. The molecule deformation energy
varies from 0.31 to 0.37 eV per molecule for the thiolate form
versus only about 0.07 eV per molecule for the thione form,
regardless of surface coverage and involved surface zone. In
contrast, the surface deformation energy is almost similar for both
species. At low monolayer density, it varies from 0.05 to 0.10 eV
per nm2, according to the adsorption zones and surface
termination, while at high monolayer density, values can reach
0.18 eV per nm2 for the thione form and 0.94 eV per nm2 for the
thiolate form on the T2 termination.
The most stable arrangement of the molecules on the T1

termination (Fig. 7(left)) shows that the molecule adsorbed on GB
zone is located on a small triangle formed by the two symmetric
Cu(c) and Cu(c’) sites and the Cu(a) site (see Fig. 7 (top left)). The

Fig. 7 Most stable thione and thiolate high density adsorption configurations on T1 (left) and T2 (right) terminations, with their
adsorption energies (in eV per molecule). a, b Thione in –S –S mode, c, d thiolate in –S –N mode. Hatched Cu atoms correspond to GB atoms.
Color atoms are Yellow: sulfur, Blue: nitrogen, Gray: carbon, White: hydrogen.

Fig. 8 Energy cost for adsorption at high monolayer density. Molecule (eV per molecule) and surface (eV per nm2) deformation energies of
thione and thiolate forms adsorbed on a T1 and b T2 surface terminations at high monolayer density.
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molecule binds covalently via the Sexo atom on short bridge site
over the Cu(c) and Cu(c’) atoms. Another covalent bond is formed
via the Sendo atom (for the thione species) or N atom (for the
thiolate species) on top site over the Cu(a) atom. The molecule
adsorbed in the (GB,G) zones involves one copper atom belonging
to the GB zone (Cu(b) or symmetric Cu(b’) site) and two copper
atoms of the adjacent grain. The Sexo atom is localized on short
bridge site, involving 1 GB atom and 1 adjacent G atom. The Sendo
(for thione) or N (for thiolate) is localized on top site on 1 adjacent
G atom.
In the most stable configuration on the T2 termination (Fig.

7(right)), the molecule adsorbed on the GB zone is located on a
small triangle formed by two symmetric Cu(f) and Cu(f’) sites and
Cu(d) site (see Fig. 7 (top right)). The difference between the two
triangular GB site of the T1 and T2 terminations is in Cu–Cu bond
length, which is longer on the T2 termination due to the lower
copper density. Indeed, the distance between the Cu(f) and
symmetric Cu(f’) sites of the T2 termination is about 3.35 Å, and it
is shorter by 0.97 Å between Cu(c) and symmetric Cu(c’) sites of
the T1 termination. However, the reactivity of the molecules
toward the surfaces remains strong. The molecule binds
covalently on GB zone, involving the Sexo atom in short bridge
site on the Cu(f) and Cu(f’) atoms and the Sendo (for thione) or N
(for thiolate) atom on top site over the Cu(d) atom. The molecules
adsorbed on the (GB,G) zones show two adsorption configura-
tions. The molecule can bind to one GB copper atom (Cu(e) or
symmetric Cu(e’) site) and two copper atoms of the adjacent grain,
as observed on the T1 termination. The molecule can also bind to
only two copper atoms, one GB atom, and one adjacent G atom.
The Sexo atom is localized on short bridge (for the molecule
involving three copper atoms) or close to top (for the molecule
involving two copper atoms) sites. It interacts with one GB atom
and one G atom or only with one GB copper atom. The Sendo (for
thione) or N (for thiolate) is localized on top site over the G atoms
adjacent to the grain boundary.
To summarize, both forms of MBT have the ability to adsorb on

the grain zone and also on the GB and (GB,G) zones at high
surface coverage. The adsorption configurations are stable and
the interaction remains strong, even if we observed a loss in the

adsorption energy as compared to the adsorption of single
molecule on each zone. The reactivity and the bonding strength of
the thiolate species is greater than that of the thione species,
despite the strong surface deformation induced by the adsorption
of the thiolate species. The adsorbed molecules can self-assemble
in different combinations, involving the GB sites and the adjacent
grain sites. Each molecule can interact with 3 copper atoms on the
T1 termination and with two and three copper atoms on the T2
termination, due to the lower density of copper atoms in the GB
zone of the latter. In the GB zones, stability of the adsorbed
molecule is ensured by the GB copper atoms forming small
triangle, Cu(c), Cu(c’), and Cu(a) for the T1 termination and Cu(f),
Cu(f’), and Cu(d) for the T2 termination, while in the (GB,G) zone
the adsorbed molecules interacts with a GB copper atom and a
copper atom of the adjacent grain.

Defect formation energy
In order to discuss the inhibiting effect of the adsorbed organic
monolayer on the dissolution of the metal, we calculated, using
Eq. (5), the Cu vacancy formation energy in the absence or
presence of the high density monolayer (3.68 molecule per nm2)
of adsorbed MBT molecules. This quantity corresponds to the
defect formation energy (Ef) for injecting one Cu vacancy localized
on different grain and GB sites. Values are reported in Fig. 9 for the
bare surface and for the surface covered by the organic films
formed by the thione species in the −S −S adsorption mode or by
the thiolate species in the −S −N adsorption mode. The results
are given for both the T1 and T2 surface terminations.
The results obtained on the bare surfaces (Fig. 9a and b) show

that the defect formation energy for one Cu vacancy depends on
the local zone and that the GB sites are indeed preferential sites of
dissolution since it is slightly easier to create the vacancies on the
GB zones, particularly for the less dense T2 termination. We
calculated values from 0.33 to 0.39 eV per atom for the atoms
localized on grain zones in line with the value of 0.33 eV per atom
found on a single-crystalline Cu(110) surface23. On the T1
termination (Fig. 9a), some of the GB sites show a similar defect
formation energy as the grain sites, like the Cu(b), Cu(c) and their
symmetric sites. The most sensitive GB site for dissolution is the

Fig. 9 Values of Cu vacancy formation energy (eV per atom) for the different copper sites of the bi-crystalline Cu(110) surface exposing
an emergent Σ9(221)[110] 38.9° GB. a T1 termination, bare surface; b T2 termination, bare surface; c T1 termination, thione-covered surface;
d T2 termination, thione-covered surface; e T1 termination, thiolate-covered surface; f T2 termination, thiolate-covered surface. Values in red
mark more reactive copper sites.
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Cu(a) atom, with a defect formation energy of 0.24 eV per atom.
On the T2 termination (Fig. 9b), we calculated a GB defect
formation energy lower than on the grains, with values varying
from 0.15 to 0.27 eV per atom for the different GB sites. These
values are low, meaning that the copper sites of the GB zone of
lower atomic density are more sensitive to dissolution. The results
show that the emergent GB is indeed a local zone of favored Cu
dissolution compared to adjacent grains and that our model is
adequate to study the effects of adsorbed corrosion inhibitors.
In the presence of full monolayer of organic molecules, we

calculated a higher defect formation energy than for the bare
surface for the different zones (grain and GB sites). The results
show that both conformers of MBT have the ability to enhance the
Cu bonding strength. For the T1 termination and according to the
surface zone and involved copper site, the defect formation
energy varies from 0.33 to 0.67 eV per atom in the presence of the
thione monolayer (Fig. 9c), and from 0.53 to 1.01 eV per atom in
the presence of the thiolate monolayer (Fig. 9e). For the T2
termination, the defect formation energy varies from 0.39 to
0.83 eV per atom with the adsorbed thione monolayer (Fig. 9d)
and from 0.51 to 1.05 eV per atom with the adsorbed thiolate
monolayer (Fig. 9f). We can observe that in contrast to the bare
surface, the vacancy formation energies are unsymmetrical in the
presence of the molecules. In fact, the adsorption of the molecules
breaks the GB symmetry, as the symmetrical surface sites do not
systematically bind with the same molecule fragment. Indeed, we
observed that the molecules slightly reorient in order to adapt to
the orientation change. In addition, molecule adsorption on the
grain near the GB breaks the GB symmetry.
For the different zones, the protection against dissolution of the

Cu atoms is stronger in the presence of the thiolate monolayer
than in the presence of the thione monolayer. However, for the
thione-covered T1 termination (Fig. 9c), some copper atoms of the
GB zone remain as sensitive to dissolution as on the bare surface
with almost the same defect formation energy (0.33 eV per atom).
Similar observations can be made for the thiolate-covered T2
termination (Fig. 9f). In this latter case, we even note that two Cu
sites are slightly more sensitive to the extraction than on the bare
grain zone, with a defect formation energy of 0.25 and 0.28 eV per
atom, but they are enhanced compared to the bare GB zone,
where the defect formation energy is 0.15 eV per atom. These
results evidence that the inhibition of the Cu dissolution by the
adsorbed organic monolayers may not reach 100% efficiency at
the emergence of a grain boundary. For the thione-covered T1
termination, the copper atoms interacting with the Sexo atoms
have their stability more enhanced, by about 0.10 eV, than the
copper atoms involved with Sendo atoms. In contrast, for both
thiolate-covered terminations, all copper sites interacting with the
Sexo and N atoms have a higher defect formation energy (Fig. 9e
and f) compared to bare surfaces. Therefore, the thiolate species
provides a better protection of the surface against dissolution of
the copper atoms than the thione species.
It has been recently shown that at the emergence of high Σ CSL

GB, MBT does not fully inhibit local dissolution nor the formation
of a Cu(I) passivating oxide as evidenced by the accumulation of
reaction products1,24. Our results confirm that Cu dissolution is not
hindered for 12% of the surface sites at the emergence of a Σ9 CSL
GB. A possible scenario is that a multilayer of MBT is formed at the
surface, as evidenced by XPS measurements17,33. The Cu atoms
which extraction is not hindered have a high probability to bind
with a MBT molecule in the layers above the first, strongly
chemisorbed layer. In other words, the role of the first MBT layer
would be: (i) to inhibit the entry of aggressive species, (ii) to
enhance the energy required for Cu extraction and thus decrease
the dissolution probability, and iii) to serve as an anchoring layer
for multi-layers that are a reservoir of molecules for the formation
of complexes with the Cu atoms extracted from the surface.

A last comment concerns the ability of MBT to preclude Cu(I)
oxide formation and thus passivation. This can be examined by
comparing the binding energies of MBT and OH with the surface.
Dissociative water adsorption on the Cu(110) surface is reported to
be −0.63 eV/H2O34. MBT adsorption energy at high monolayer
density is −1.8/−1.9 eV per molecule (thione) and −2.1/−2.2 eV
per molecule (thiolate). As MBT binds to two Cu atoms, we have to
compare its adsorption energy with that of two water molecules,
that is −1.26 eV. This comparison suggests that MBT adsorption is
always favored over water adsorption, and thus may block the
dissociative adsorption of water at the origin of Cu(I) oxide
formation.
Our results show that the adsorption of MBT on a Cu(110) bi-

crystal exposing a Σ9 GB is exothermic, and that MBT can cover
the whole surface including the emergent GB thus forming a
monolayer with a high density of 3.68 mol/nm2, as on the surface
of the Cu(110) single-crystal. The thiolate adsorption is favored
over thione adsorption. In the presence of the adsorbed organic
monolayer, the energy required for Cu extraction is high
compared to that calculated for the bare surface. However, some
Cu sites on GBs remain susceptible to the dissolution even in the
presence of organic molecules, with similar energy of Cu
extraction than on the bare surface. The present calculations are
useful to rationalize and understand recent experimental data. In
particular, it is shown here that most of surface Cu atoms increase
their binding energy with the surface, and thus are less prompt to
dissolution in the presence of a high density MBT monolayer. The
persistence of a fraction of Cu atoms that do not have an
increased binding energy with the surface, and thus remain
susceptible to dissolution, explains the experimentally observed
accumulation of complexes at high Σ CSL GBs.

METHODS
Computational details
All calculations were performed using the framework of DFT with
the periodic plane-wave basis set implemented in the Vienna Ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP)35,36. Energy analysis for the
reported minimized structures was obtained with projector-
augmented-wave potentials37,38. Electron exchange and correla-
tion terms were treated within the general gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzehof (PBE) functional39,40. For
all calculations, the plane-wave energy cutoff was 450 eV and a
Methfessel-Paxton smearing41 with smearing value of 0.1 eV was
used. Atomic positions were relaxed with the conjugate gradient
(CG) algorithm until forces on each moving atom were less than
0.02 eV Å−1. The van der Waals contributions were considered in
the Grimme D2 empirical dispersion correction42, giving a good
compromise for the lattice parameters of bulk copper metal with
equilibrium values of 3.57 Å, obtained using a 21 × 21 × 21 k-mesh
and in good agreement with experimental and calculated PBE
values of 3.6143 and 3.57 Å44, respectively.
The Brillouin zone sampling was set to a 3 × 1 × 1 k-mesh45 for

the bare surfaces and molecule/surface systems. The vacuum
region was set at more than 18Å to minimize the interactions in
the z direction between periodic images of the system. All
calculations were done without any constraint on the structure,
except for the three bottom layers of the slab (asymmetric slab).
The three upmost metal layers and the molecules were let free
to relax.
The isolated molecules were optimized using the same

computational conditions, except for the Brillouin zone sampling
restricted to the Γ-point, in a box with large dimensions of
20 × 20 × 20 Å in the three directions. For the radical MBT° form,
spin polarization was implemented to get the energy minimum.
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Energy analysis
The adsorption energy of the MBT molecule for the thione (MBTH)
and thiolate (MBT°) forms was calculated as:

Eads ¼ ½Eð slab/n-MBTÞ � EðslabÞ � nEðMBT Þ�=n (1)

where E(slab/n-MBT) is the total energy of the system with MBTH
or MBT° adsorbed on the surface. E(slab) and E(MBT) are the
energies for the bare relaxed surface and the free MBTH or MBT°
species optimized in vacuum, respectively. n is the number of
molecules on the surface. For the thiolate (MBT∘) form, the
adsorption energy was also calculated, considering the thione
form as the energy reference:

Eads ¼ ½Eðslab/n-MBT�Þ þ n
2
EðH2Þ � EðslabÞ � nEðMBTH Þ�=n (2)

where E(slab/n-MBT°) is the total energy of the system with MBT°
adsorbed on the surface from MBTH. E(H2) is the energy of the
released H2 molecule, optimized in vacuum.
The surface deformation energy of the slab was calculated as:

Edeform ¼ EurlxðslabÞ � Eðslab Þ (3)

where Eurlx(slab) is the energy of the unrelaxed free slab obtained
after separation from the adsorbed molecules.
The deformation energy per molecule in the adsorbed organic

layer was calculated as:

Edeform ¼ EurlxðMBTÞ � EðMBT Þ (4)

where Eurlx(MBT) is the energy of one unrelaxed molecule
obtained after separation from the substrate.
In order to show the ability of MBT inhibitor to slow down the

corrosion of the copper surface, we calculated the defect
formation energy corresponding to the creation of one copper
vacancy in the topmost copper plane in the presence and the
absence of the inhibitor. The defect formation energy was
calculated as:

Ef ¼ Edefectðslab/n-MBTÞ þ EðCuÞ � Eperfectðslab/n-MBT Þ (5)

where Edefect(slab/n-MBT) and Eperfect(slab/n-MBT) are the total
energy of the defect and perfect surfaces, respectively. E(Cu) is the
energy of bulk copper. Despite being a very simplified description
of the dissolution reaction, this parameter is convenient, easy to
calculate, and a relevant indicator of local corrosion susceptibility.
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